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High-rise buildings are the architectural form with little land-use, high building, 
large inner space and huge external form constructed by multi-overlapping same 
plane. High-rise buildings have witnessed hundreds of years and become the main 
form of most of the cities all over the world. Moreover, high-rise buildings have 
greatly changed the conformation of traditional urban space and become the most 
typical characteristic of modern urban space. 
However, the terrible expanding of the high-rise buildings leads to the 
increasingly deterioration of the urban environment. Because of the particularity of 
high-rise buildings’ height and scale, they have extraordinary impacts on the urban 
environment. The gap existed between near-ground space of high-rise buildings and 
the urban environment has brought a lot of problems. 
This paper starts with the space analysis, and is established in the conformation, 
space interface, space function, characteristics, and other aspects of near-ground 
space to explore its meaning. On the basis of the ambiguity, fuzziness and 
multi-directional tridimension of near-ground space, this paper combines with 
integrated trend of modern urban and architecture design, tries to find out 
near-ground space design theory accommodated with the rapid development of 
urbanization course.  
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图 1-3，Millennium Tower 
资料来源：《The Master Architect Series
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Cass Gilbert 设 计 的 Woolworth 
Building ，高 241.3 米，57 层。(图 2-1) 
(二) 1900's 至 1935 
美国高层建筑在第一次大战结束与经济大萧条之间的时期，处于发展的第一
图 2-1，伍尔沃斯大楼 
资料来源：《Big Town, Big Time》，第 198 页 
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